


ARTIST STATEMENT
“My paintings are contemporary expressions of color 
and texture. I am curious about nature and love 
the prospect of discovering something new when 
I paint – whether it’s experimenting with different 
mediums, paints, textures, or subjects, I want to have 
fun and explore. My use of bold energetic colors and 
brushstrokes creates a fresh, vibrant and graphic quality 
in my oil and acrylic paintings. I am inspired by the 
beauty and wildlife found in Montana and enjoy painting 
abstracts, landscapes, animals and figures. I also paint 
bright, funky dog portraits, offer Sip and Paint events, 
and commissions are always welcomed.

BIOGRAPHY
A native Nashvillian, LeeAnn worked as a graphic 
designer in the country music industry for over 25 
years while also painting part-time. After relocating to 
Bozeman in 2014, she made the decision to pursue her 
passion for painting. She is a self-taught contemporary 
oil and acrylic painter, married with two daughters and 
an awesome black lab studio companion. Her work 
is exhibited throughout Bozeman and beyond, and is 
also available at her downtown gallery, Studio 11 at The 
Emerson Center for Arts and Culture. LeeAnn is an 
active member of the Downtown Bozeman Association 
and a regular volunteer within the art community.

This year’s cover artwork is by Emerson-based artist 
LeeAnn Ramey.
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BOZEMAN FILM CELEBRATION
George Dorsey, Excutive Producer

Caitlin Steinberg, Executive Director
Matt Cameron, Graphic Designer

BOZEMAN ARTS –LIVE!
TEAM MEMBERS
Thomas Thomas, President

Ben Lunn, Production Director
Isobel Anthony, Communications Director Emeritus 

Tascha Anderson, Communications Director
Emily Hook, Technical Director

Grace Mesenko, Graphic Designer
Nic Hansard, Production Crew
Jack Hueser, Production Crew
Noah Hense, Production Crew

Trace Ketterling, Production Crew
Emma Ramey, Social Media Strategist

Rachel Hergett, Staff Writer
Matt McCombs, Tech Support

BOZEMAN ARTS–LIVE! BOARD
Sarah Allen, Board President

Ed Allen
Kenneth Christensen

Carole McClean
Jon Steele4

ADVANCED TICKET SALES
www.BozemanFilmCelebration.com/tickets

FESTIVAL BOX OFFICE
Emerson Center Lobby
111 South Grand Avenue, Bozeman, MT 59715
Hours: September 9-12, 9:00am - 9:00pm

FESTIVAL OFFICE
No Pass Pickup or Sales

Emerson Center, Studio 221A
P: (208) 270-4888
E: filmoffice@bozemanfilmcelebration.com
Web: www.bozemanfilmcelebration.com

VENUE
Emerson Center for the
Arts & Culture 
111 S Grand Ave

Crawford Theater
Emerson Ballroom
Weaver Room
Emerson Lawn

GETTING AROUND TOWN
Streamline Bus

Streamline Bus offers free service throughout the Bozeman 
area. The Downtown Hub is located at Mendenhall & Black. 
For routes and a full schedule, visit streamlinebus.com. 

Ride Shares & Taxis
Uber and Lyft are available in Bozeman and the greater 
Gallatin Valley area.

Greater Valley Taxi – 24 hour service
406/587-6303
www.greatervalleytaxi.com

PARKING
All public parking in downtown 
Bozeman is free for the first 2 hours, 
including streets, surface lots and Bridger Park 
Garage. The Emerson Center has free parking and 
nearby free street parking.

PASSES
All-Access Pass – $145
The All-Access Pass allows the holder to 
enter all screenings throughout the festival dates,
in addition to year-long access to the films on the
BZN App.

Day Passes –  $55
A Day Pass allows the holder to enter all the screenings 
on a specific festival day. They are available for Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday of the festival. Day Pass 
holders do not have access to the BZN app.
Passes purchased before August 31 will be mailed to 
you; passes purchased after that date will be available for 
pick-up at the Emerson any day of the festival, starting 
at 9 am on September 9.

*

PURCHASE YOUR PASS NOW AT
www.BozemanFilmCelebration.com
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JAMIE REDFORD LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Jamie Redford, filmmaker, philanthropist, and activist, 
embodied the creed that we must be the good we wish 
to see in the world. As a storyteller, he dove head first 
into the most difficult and courageous of topics with the 
genuine belief that storytelling inspires action. With over 
thirty award-winning films in his credits, he stopped at 
nothing to tell the stories that needed to be told and to 
raise awareness of the issues closest to his heart, such as 
environmentalism, conservation, and human rights. 

We have screened a film by Jamie Redford every year 
since the inception of the BZN International Film 
Festival. This festival owes a lot to his vision, his films, 
and his legacy as not only a filmmaker, but as a person. 
He asked: “what can we do to make things better? How 
can we help each other?” even in the most difficult of 
times. We have always sought to echo that with our 
programming, and to highlight stories that manifest 
change and celebrate the joys of being a community 
member. This year’s Jamie Redford film, Playing 
for Keeps, is exactly that. Jamie said in his director’s 
statement: “The primary goal of Playing for Keeps, as 
with all of our films, is to aid in the health and repair 

of our social fabric. At first glance, a film about the 
physical, emotional and social benefits of play might 
seem a little lightweight, but a deep look at the power 
of play reveals a uniquely effective way to reduce stress, 
improve health and bolster community connections.” 

The filmmaking world is indebted to Jamie Redford’s 
positive impact. It is fitting that this year’s screening, 
in celebration of his life and contributions to the world, 
should reflect that positivity in the message that 
together, we are better. We are commemorating his life 
and work with the Jamie Redford Lifetime Achievement 
Award, which will be received by Jamie’s wife of thirty-
two years, Kyle Redford, on September 11 at The 
Emerson. Join us as we come together and actualize the 
creed that we are our best selves when we are together 
in the pursuit of good.

The Jamie Redford Lifetime Achievement Award will be 
conferred at 7:00 pm on Saturday, September 11 in the 
Emerson Crawford Theater. Jamie’s film, Playing for 
Keeps, will be screened directly following.
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JAMES REDFORD 
(1962 - 2020)

Edgewood is a proud 
supporter of BZN and the 

Bozeman community.

edgewoodholdings.com
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

What is BZN? It’s 
Bozeman’s airport 
code, of course, where 
we shuttle through 
thousands of tourists, 
welcome home our 
own, and also where 
we leave home for 
life’s great adventures. 
It connects us to the 
great wide world, much in the way film connects us to 
ideas, places, and people far from our own small town. 
The letters BZN, of course, are short for Bozeman, a 
city full of denizens who still feel the presence of a wild 
frontier. And BZN, for the past four years, has been 
an international film festival—!!—where the talent and 
ideas of the great wide world come into dialogue with 
those of our wild, adventurous, and creative home 
town. That’s what this is all about; the coming together 
of people near and far to spark conversations, explore 
frontiers, and watch superb movies.

This is the Fourth Annual BZN International Film 
Festival and the first iteration run by the Bozeman 
Arts—Live! team. Trial by fire! As passionate artmakers 
ourselves, we knew this was the right fit for us. For 
the past year, our mission has been to keep art live 
and alive in the city of Bozeman, from marketing 
to filming, editing, and screening the works of our 
beloved creative community. We have brought over 
50 programs of individual artists and art groups to 
Bozeman audiences, raising over $50,000 to put 
directly in the pockets of creatives who have lost work 
due to the pandemic. Film has become the apparatus 
of connection in these times more than ever before. 
With the Bozeman Film Celebration we bring you a 
festival of thought-provoking, funny, serious, and, 
above all, community-driven films. It’s all about 
coming together, working together, and enjoying this—
together.

We invite you to come experience the magic of a 
film festival, not just an individual screening, but as 
a lightning pole event for the art that has happened 
in our beloved city of Bozeman as well as around 

Thomas Thomas 
Artistic Director

the globe. We are celebrating the life and legacy of 
filmmaker Jamie Redford with a Lifetime Achievement 
Award and the screening of his film Playing for Keeps. 
We will have a First Nations market and film screening 
block, hosted by the founders of Social Distance 
Powwow. We are screening Mating for Life, a Bozeman-
made film about the lifelong bonds of sandhill cranes. 
New this year, we are hosting a gala for the BZN 
Film Fund which will provide grant funding for up-
and-coming filmmakers. On Sunday, we have our 
Adventure Day, with over $10,000 in raffle items and 
20+  films from Yeti and 5Point Film Festival. Then, 
in addition to the 30+ films and events happening 
over the weekend, there are 60+ films available to 
watch in the comfort of your home on the BZN app. 
Here we are, if not all in Bozeman then at least on 
the BZN app, gathered for the Fourth Annual BZN 
International Film Festival. This festival is art for this 
moment, a reason to come together, an exploration of 
the frontiers of our times, and a chance to enjoy the 
community that a film can build. On y va!
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Crawford Theater

727 seats

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

8:00 pm

5:00 pm

Documentary Feature

BZN Film Fund Gala and 
Pitch Night

The Sound of Us118

n Film Screening   n Festival Event   n Private Event   n Community Event

THE SOUND OF US

BZN FILM FUND GALA
& PITCH NIGHT

OPENING NIGHT FILM

Join for the first night of the festival, with a cocktail 
party and the unveiling of the BZN Film Fund. This fund 

will sponsor up-and-coming filmmakers with student, 
production, and career grants of $1,000. Following the gala, 

MSU seniors will pitch their films for the coming year.

The BZN App is available for download on all Apple, Android, and Google app stores 
and on all smart devices. Have an Apple TV, Roku, or Amazon Firestick? You can stream 
directly onto your viewing device! Or if you prefer streaming on your tablet or phone, 
you can download it there, too.

When you open the app, you will find the 2021 festival lineup sorted into genres and 
playlists. To access the app’s content, first download it, then purchase an All-Access 
Festival Pass (either on the app or at bzn2021.com/tickets) and redeem your access by 
signing in with the purchasing email. Once you’re in, you’ll have access to 60+ additional 
independent films selected for the 2021 catalog. And make sure to turn on notifications 
for the latest festival updates and Montana filmmaking news beyond the 2021 live event.

Wherever you chose to screen this year’s festival, BZN is proud to bring the magic of 
independent filmmaking into the safety and comfort of our audiences’ homes. Enjoy!

GET THE BOZEMAN FILM CELEBRATION APP TODAY!

Thursday, September 9 | 5:00 pm
The Emerson Center - Crawford Theatre

8:00 pm | The Emerson Center - Crawford Theatre
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Crawford Theater Emerson Ballroom Weaver Room Emerson Lawn

727 seats 500 standing 80 seats/standing 2,500 standing

10:00

11:00

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

Crawford Theater Emerson Ballroom Emerson Studio
221a

Emerson Studio
211

727 seats 500 standing 25 seats 20 seats/standing

10:00

11:00

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00 am

2:00 pm 2:00 pm

4:00pm
(During Art Walk) 

12:00 pm

4:00 pm

6:00 pm

7:30 pm

8:30 pm

Coffee & Cinamonn Rolls

HARLEY
DAVIDSON

RED CARPET

HARLEY
DAVIDSON

RED CARPET
Panel: Art, Experimental
& Animated Film

Documentary Feature Narrative Feature

Narrative Feature
Bozeman-made Films

Documentary Feature

Fundraiser for Youth vs Gov 
Impact Campaign

Art, Experimental &
Animated Films

Panel on related Montana 
state legal cases

10:30 am

2:00 pm 2:00 pm

4:00 pm

7:30 pm

5:30 pm

12:00 pm

Coffee & Cinamonn Rolls

Jamie Redford
Lifetime Achievement Award

Film Shorts

Environmental Films Cult Films

Narrative Feature

Playing for Keeps
Reception

Narrative Feature

Private Event

Chimichanga Day
Peek-A-Boom
The Chair 
Sekuritas

Youth vs Gov KulbarF

Sekuritas
(open to non-pass-holders)

MFA 20th Anniversary Films
The Traverse
Dark Spirit: Preventing Teen...
A Landlocked Ocean
A Walk Through the Land of...
Stone Giants
Statistially Caught Inside...
Wasian
Diversified: The Florida Panther..
Geologoy for Mountaineers

Mating for Life

Rubber and Glue
The Scottish Play

Trust Me

Bozeman Filmmakers Reception

Lunch Break

n Film Screening   n Festival Event   n Private Event   n Community Event

A Fistful of Rubbish
Seismic Warning
Navel Gazers
If I Tell Them
Hidden City
CHILOÉ

Elk in Paradise: Rancher...
True Wild: The Real Stor...
Trapped
The Beast of Our Time

A Hypothetical Treachery
The Peasant Princess
The Locked Room

Only Human

Playing for Keeps

Wild Cat (rough cut)

Lunch Break

n Film Screening   n Festival Event   n Private Event   n Community Event
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SPECIAL EVENTS FUNDRAISERS

PRIVATE EVENTS

SPECIAL EVEN
TS
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MSU Senior Film Pitches
Thursday at The Crawford Theater | 5:00pm 
Senior film students at MSU pitch their films for funding 
from the inaugural BZN Film Fund.

Harley Davidson
Friday & Saturday at The Emerson Ballroom
10:00am - 10:00pm
Try out a motorcycle! Harley Davidson will be in the ballroom 
all day with their products and a team of representatives.

Jamie Redford Lifetime Achievement Award
Saturday at The Crawford Theater | 7:00pm
*Formal Dress Required
The Bozeman Film Celebration confers the Jamie Redford 
Lifetime Achievement Award in honor of the filmmaker’s life 
and legacy. His wife of 32 years, Kyle Redford, will accept 
the award in his honor.all day with their products and a team 
of representatives.

Adventure Day
Sunday at The Emerson Lawn | 10:00am - 5:00pm
Food trucks, adventure films, and an all-day live raffle for 
outdoor gear will take place outside The Emerson.

5Point Film Festival
Sunday at The Emerson 
Lawn | 1:30pm - 4:30pm
5Point is a traveling film festival, curated to present stories 
of adventure that have the power to ignite positive change in 
our communities and our world, inspiring communities to live 
by their 5 points: purpose, respect, commitment, humility, 
and balance. This is 5Point’s first festival in Bozeman, MT.

Filmmaker and Topical Q&A
After In-Person Films
Get a chance to ask the director about their film!

Science and Natural History MFA Anniversary 
Celebration
Sunday at The Crawford Theater | 4:00pm
The mission of the Montana State University MFA in Science 
and Natural History Filmmaking (SNHF) is to train students 
with formal education and experience in science, engineering, 
or technology to become professional filmmakers. 

BZN 2021 Award Ceremony
Sunday at The Crawford Theater | 8:00pm
Join us to find out who is taking home this year’s BZN Film 
Celebration Awards.

BZN Film Fund Gala
Thursday at The Crawford Theater | 5:00pm
*Formal Dress Required
Join for the first night of the festival, with a cocktail 
party and the unveiling of the BZN Film Fund. This fund 
will sponsor up-and-coming filmmakers with student, 
production, and career grants in increments of $1,000 and 
feature MSU seniors pitching their films for the coming year.

Getting Better Foundation Fundraiser
Friday at The Crawford Theater | 2:00pm
In conjunction with the screening of their film, Trust Me, 
the Getting Better Foundation will host a fundraiser to 
support their cause of promoting trust through education 
about positive trends in human behavior. https://www.
gettingbetterfoundation.org/ 

WildCat - Rough-Cut 
Saturday at Crawford 
Theater | 5:30pm
Private Event

Private Reception at Old Main Gallery
Friday at Old Main Gallery | 12:15pm - 1:15pm
This is a private reception to enjoy drinks and light 
refreshments at Bozeman’s premiere fine art gallery.

Private Reception  at Urban Kitchen
Saturday at Urban Kitchen | 12:15pm - 1:25pm
This is a private reception to enjoy drinks and fine food while 
mingling with other film-goers.

co-sponsored by

Crawford Theater Emerson Lawn Emerson Lawn

727 seats 2,500 standing continued

10:00

11:00

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

Awards Ceremony

Criminal Justice
Reform Q&A

Cocktail Partry & 
Conversation

10:00 am

5:30 pm

5:30 pm

5:00 pm

Adventure Films

Documentary Films

REVERIE
The Sould of a Cyclist
YETI Films --

-Mothered by Mountains
-Parker Ranch
-Hungry Life: Yellowstone...
-120 Days
-Navajo Son
-Sandbagging Jimmy Chin
-A Prayer for Joshua Jackson
-Odd Man Out
-Denali’s Raven
-A Hunt
5 Point Films --

-Natural Mystic
-Stoke Chasers
-United states of Joe’s
-Games of Survival
-Una Razon Para Pescar
-One Star Reviews: Nation...
-The Mystery
-Pedal Through
-North Country
-Voice Above Water
-Broken
Snow Pony

The Camp Poplar Canon
The Man Who Goes In...

The First Step

Mavericks

74

110

122

16

6

14

90

10

37

Silent Raffle
for YETI & 5 Point Items
(items happening all morning)

Announce Raffle Winners

n Film Screening   n Festival Event   n Private Event   n Community Event
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The Nature Conservancy 
is protecting the 
forests, grasslands 
and waters that make 
Montana the place we 
all cherish. With strong 
science, collaboration 
and innovation, we are 
ensuring a place where 
people and nature thrive.

Protecting 
Montana’s True 

Nature

Visit nature.org/montana

LOCAL FILMS

ADVENTURE FILMS

FILMS ABOUT MUSIC

BZN APP

Bozeman is full of award-winning and globally-
recognized filmmakers, and this year’s selections 
celebrate the city’s in-home cinematic talent. From 
the MSU Student Film Pitch Night to the MSU MFA 
viewing block to films by MSU professors, local work 
takes front and center in the programming for the 
Fourth Annual BZN International Film Festival.

For the first time ever, there will be an entire day of 
adventure films and events, including a raffle with 
$10,000-worth of prizes from YETI and 5Point Film 
Festival. 5Point Films is a company based in Wyoming 
that takes their festival on the road to cities around the 
countries, spreading the message of their five points: 
purpose, respect, commitment, humility, and balance. 
Find out more at https://5pointfilm.org/. 

As a production and marketing nonprofit for arts 
groups, Bozeman Arts—Live! (the managing team for 
this year’s festival) has heavily featured musical artists 
and groups in their programming this past year. Equally 
versed in film, Bozeman Arts—Live! has included pieces 
in this year’s festival that are the cross-section of these 
two art forms. Watch The Sound of Us for a musical and 
cinematic intersectional experience.

The BZN International Film Festival will also screen 
films on the BZN app. 60+ curated films that are not 
being screened in person will be available on the app for 
All-Access Passholders to view in the comfort of their 
own home.

The BZN App is available for download in all Apple, 
Google, and Amazon app stores on smart phones and 
smart tv’s. 

Download the app today for virtual updates on 
Bozeman Film Celebration off-season events, 
screenings, and Montana film events.

MSU MFA
MSU Professor Films
MSU Student Films
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HANDCRAFTED PIZZAS AND 
SALADS, BEER, WINE AND 
HOMEMADE ICE CREAM.

- LOCATED AT -
EMERSON CENTER FOR THE ARTS 

& CULTURE 111 S. GRAND AVE.

TUESDAY - SUNDAY - 11AM - 9PM

BEAUTIFUL OUTDOOR PATIO OPEN 
FOR LUNCH & DINNER

sidewallpizzabozeman.com

We’re here 
to help your 
art flourish.  

www.bozemanarts-live.com

HOW TO VOTE

1. Film-goers will see a QR Code to scan at
    the film they are attending. The voting
    form features the name of the film and a
    rating of 1-5. 
2. Watch the film and cast your vote! 
3. Voting forms will be tallied at the end of
    the festival. 

The winners of each category will be based 
on the highest average score voted on by 

the attending audiences.

The Bozeman Film Celebration is proud to bestow 
its Spirit Award to a film that best champions 

creative independence in visual storytelling, while 
supporting a community of artists who embody 
diversity, innovation and uniqueness of vision.

The Ted Turner Award is a $5,000 cash award for the 
film that most inspires environmental stewardship.

Special thanks to the award selection committee:
Tim Crawford, Bekye Fargason, Debra-Lynn Hook
Christopher Hook, William King, Lee Hovey King, 

Colter Olmstead, Kit Stephenson and Kristin Wimberg.

All award winners will be announced at 
the  Awards Ceremony on Sunday at 

The Crawford Theater.

Narrative Feature
Narrative Short

Documentary Feature
Documentary Short
Experimental Film

AUDIENCE AWARDS

TED TURNER AWARD
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ALARA JEWELRY
20% off in-stock jewelry

Alara Jewelry is a national award-winning artisan fine jewelry gallery, 
featuring the work of 70+ designers from around the corner and the 
globe, with a number of collections seen nowhere else in the US.  
From easy-on-budget giftables to once-in-lifetime luxuries.

42 W Main St | www.alarajewelry.com 

BOZEMAN SPIRITS 
DISTILLERY 
$7.00 Craft Cocktail and $5.00 off bottles.  

Award winning Distillery producing Whiskey, 
Vodka, Gin and Rum with all of the spirits distilled 
and bottled on site.

121 W Main St | www.bozemanspirits.com  

COUNTRY BOOKSHELF 
10% off hardcovers books

Locally-owned, independent bookstore featuring 
a curated selection of new books for all ages, plus 
stationery, gifts and a large bargain section. We 
host over 100 free literary and community events 
and support local authors, artists, and non-profits 
all year round.

28 West Main Street | www.countrybookshelf.com

DAWN & JOSEPHINE 
COLLECTIVE 
20% off one item

Selling artisan gifts, handmade postmark 
jewelry and home decor.

5 E Main St | www.dawnjosephine.com 

HEAD WEST
15% off your purchase. 
One per passholder.

Montana lifestyle boutique where urban 
style meets rural roots.

24 West Main Street  | www.headwestbozeman.com

INSTINCT HOLISTIC  
MEDICAL SPA 

10% off service or product 

Instinct Holistic Medical Spa takes a natural approach to beauty and 
wellness, offering cutting edge services to get the confidence to live 
in your natural skin.

300 N Willson Ave Suite 2003 | www.instinctbozeman.com 

INTRIGUE INK
20% off all Intrigue Ink 
apparel and a free sticker

Funky-fresh screen-printed apparel and accessories.

12 E Main St | www.intrigue.ink

LA CHATELAINE
15% off in store purchase  
(not valid for corporate orders)

Bozeman’s small chocolate shop, creating french-style chocolates, 
pastries and brownies using excellent ingredients.

110 S Rouse Ave | www.chatelainechocolate.com

MERIDIAN
15% off purchases.
Valid between 4–7 pm

Meridian Ltd. is a contemporary woman’s boutique featuring the 
industry’s most innovative and stylized fashion, accessories, and footwear. 

101 E Main St. | www.meridianboutique.com

MOKA 
$20 off a purchase of  
$100 or more

A funky little boutique full of unique, affordable women’s clothing, 
shoes and accessories, the Root has been keeping the Gallatin Valley 
stylish since 1995.

36 W Main | www.mokamontana.com

OLD MAIN GALLERY
5% off original artwork

Old Main Gallery offers vibrant exhibitions
from emerging and established artists
from Montana and beyond. 

129 E Main St | www.oldmaingallery.com

OPEN RANGE 
10% off appetizers 

A brasserie inspired steakhouse 
featuring regional cuisine.

241 E Main St | www.openrangemt.com

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF HEALTH 
Waive of initial consult fee for first time visit  
($15.00 value, no expiration)

PRH is a community style acupuncture clinic in 
downtown Bozeman offering acupuncture on a sliding 
scale so that everyone can afford the  healing they need!

211 S Wallace | www.prhacupuncture.com

PLONK
Special menu for passholders 
with exclusive deals on selected 
appetizers and drinks

Offering  an excursion into the world of fine wine, food, cocktails, 
service and atmosphere in an environment designed to engage the 
senses, m erging  elements of evolving culture, style, art, music and 
fashion to create an all-encompassing dining experience.
29 E Main St | plonkwine.com

RARE BIRD
10% off one vintage item.

Expertly curated vintage clothing, goods and 
handmade jewelry. 

131 W Babcock St (located kitty-corner to the Emerson Cultural 
Center) | Instagram @rarebird.bzn 

ROCKFORD
16oz drip coffee and muffin
or scone for $4.

A local coffee roaster and retail cafe. Fresh roasted coffee and 
pastries made in-house every day.

18 E Main | www.rockfordcoffee.com  

SCHNEE’S
15% off regular priced items on 
one entire single purchase.
(does not include firearms, 
ammunition, or optics)

Boots, shoes, outdoor clothing and accessories 

35 East Main Street | schnees.com

SOLA CAFE & MARKET
50% off Juice/Smoothies. 

A café, bakery and neighborhood market 
made from scratch with LOVE since 
2008.  Flavorful and veg-forward dishes and treats.

290 W Kagy Blvd (across from the Museum of the Rockies) 
www.solacafe.com

SQUIRE HOUSE
15% off invoice or $10 for French 75 drink  
and beignet, or brussel sprouts

New American restaurant & bar with upscale  
culinary flair, classically crafted cocktails, and  
wines from small unique wineries

25 E Mendenhall St | www.squirehousebozeman.com 

TED’S MONTANA GRILL
Baxter Burger and Draft Beer for $10

Authentic American dining. Produce sourced 
locally from farms in the Bozeman community.

105 W Main St | www.tedsmontanagrill.com

TREELINE COFFEE ROASTERS
Buy one get one free coffees between  
6:30–11 am and 3–5 pm

Opened in July of 2018, the downtown location  
is a full service coffee and espresso bar inside  
the LARK.

139 West Main | www.treelinecoffee.com 

URBAN KITCHEN
10% off all alcoholic beverages. 
(may not be used with another 
promotion)

Serving contemporary American cuisine 
in a sophisticated and relaxing atmosphere.

5 West Mendenhall | www.urbankitchenbozeman.com 

Passholders Deals are available to all Passholders. You must show your pass to receive the deals. 
Offers valid during BZN festival September 9 - 12, 2021.

New, Resale & Vintage Western Clothing for Men and Women
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OLD MAIN 
GALLERY

BZN BOX OFFICE
Emerson Center Lobby
111 South Grand Avenue
Bozeman, MT 59715
Hours: September 9-12
9:00am - 9:00pm

VENUES
Emerson Center for the Arts 
& Culture 
Crawford Theater & Emerson 
Ballroom
111 S Grand Ave

Old Main Gallery
129 E Main St

Urban Kitchen
5 W Mendenhall St

Passholder Deal Locations. 
See pages 18-19 for a full listing.
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IS A PROUD SUPPORTER OF THE 

BZN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Call today for your subscription  |  800 - 417- 3314  |  BigSkyJournal.com

Cu lture  an d  Lifes tyle  in 
the  Northern  Rock i es

Covering stories throughout 

Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming for 

more than 20 years, Big Sky Journal 

captures the spirit of the Western 

lifestyle through unparalleled 

literary and photographic excellence. 

Home
Mounta in L iv ing + a rchitectura L Design

l i f e s ty le  i n  t h e  nort h e r n  roc k i e sfa l l  2019 

Muir, Pinchot, & the Birthplace of Public Lands

Montana’s Favorite Upland Game Birds

Photo Essay: Bear Country Montana

Exploring the Desolate & Deeply Enchanting Missouri Breaks

The Cutthroat: No Wild Species 
Defines Montana Like its State Fish 
 
The Corps of Rediscovery 
Following in the Wake of Lewis & Clark

The Nez Perce Defend Angling Rights 
and a Prized Fishery 

A Custom Fly Rod, From Start to Fishing

L i F e S Ty Le  i N  T h e  NoRT h e R N  RoC k i e SF Ly  F iSh i Ng  2020 

Thomas McGuane: Nurturing Fiction, Fishing, and Friends

Forest Service Cabins for a Great Escape

Tracking Wahb: The Ulitmate Grizzly Tale

Ghosts of the Forest: Wolverines in Montana

l i F E S Ty lE  i N  T h E  NorT h E r N  roC k i E SSU M M E r  2020 

The Last Trapper: A Western 
Tradition in a Changing World

Exploring Montana’s Small Ski Areas

A Tale of Two Festivals: 
Celebrating Montana’s Literary History

Photo Essay: Winter Fly Fishing

L i F E S Ty LE  i n  T H E  norT H E r n  roC k i E SW i n T E r  2019 

 YOUR ESCAPE STARTS HERE

AUTHENTIC, SERENE, MAGICAL.

$100
DISCOUNT

with purchase of 
BZN2020

Virtual Pass

(off standard rates)

EXCLUSIVE WEEK LONG ACCOMMODATIONS

Small Weddings, Family Reunions and Off-Site Business Meetings

perfect for

Enjoy the entire facility for a week, exclusive to you and your party.

275 MAIN STREET  |  WARREN, VERMONT 05674

RESERVATIONS 802.496.6350

129 East Main Street – Bozeman, MT  •   406.587.8860  •  www.oldmaingallery.com
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120 DAYS
Documentary Short | USA

Few people know anything the way David Mangum knows tarpon 
fishing. His hunger to better understand these primordial monster 
borders on obsession. It also makes him one of the best fishing guides 
in the world. Follow David as he scouts the flats and talks tarpon in 
120 Days: Tarpon Season.
 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 7 min | Emerson Lawn

A HUNT   
Documentary Short | USA

Cole Kramer was ready to take on one of the hardest mountain 
hunts in the world — brutal elements and all. But it wasn’t just the 
trophy-sized blue sheep that drove him there, it was the hunt for the 
entire experience — the arduous journey, the unique culture, and the 
incredible people he’d meet along the way. 

Directer: Renan Ozturk
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 12 min | Emerson Lawn

A FISTFUL OF RUBBISH
Documentary | Spain

A Western environmental documentary, “A Fistful of Rubbish” is 
set in the Tabernas Desert in Spain - Europe’s only desert. An area 
famous for being the backdrop of many famous Western films, sadly 
is being trashed. But now, with the help of some locals, an English ex-
pat is forming a posse and taking things into his own hands. Literally.

Director: David Regos 
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 am | 14 min | Crawford Theater

A LANDLOCKED OCEAN
Documentary Short  | USA

A poetic animation of environmental problems that face Montana
today.

Director: Riley Young 
Show Time: Friday, 4:00pm | 3 min | Crawford Theater

A POO FILM
Documentary | USA

A few outdoor friends wanted to know if people took going to the 
bathroom in the outdoors seriously. What they discovered first hand 
from thru-hikers on the Pacific Crest Trail is both shocking and 
useful for anyone who ventures out into the wild.

Director: Dean Bosche
23 min

A WALK THROUGH THE LAND OF A 
THOUSAND HILLS

      Documentary Short  | USA

Follow a local bird guide on his daily walk through Nyunwge,
Rwanda’s last continuous and largest forest.

Director: Chema Domen
Show Time: Friday, 4:00 | 11 min | Crawford Theater

A PRAYER FOR JOSHUA JACKSON  
Documentary Short | USA

What do you do when someone tells you that your dream is over? 
That the thing you’ve spent your whole life working to achieve is 
no longer possible? Race car driver Joshua Jackson goes through 
something that would break even the toughest of souls, and 
somehow comes out even more resolute on the other side. His
determination requires accepting the risks—risks he deems worth it, 
even though it means putting his life on the line. 

Directors: Ryan Heffernan, Grayson Schaffer, and Kahlil 
Hudson 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 22 min | Emerson Lawn

ALIENS ON HALLOWEEN
Short | USA

In an attempt to snatch a sample of human DNA, two clueless aliens 
come down to Earth for the first time and crash a Halloween party in 
Hollywood.

Director: Riker Lynch
39 min
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ANCHOR POINT
Documentary Feature | USA

Women have been a force in wildland firefighting since 1942.  
Still, they remain outnumbered 10-to-1 on the fire lines and do 
double-duty battling both the infernos that scorch public lands 
and the smoldering embers of discrimination, misogyny and sexual 
harrassment that continue to supress their voices.  Told in cinema 
verite, ANCHOR POINT chronicles the 2019 fire season through 
the eyes of two women, generations apart, as they push to change 
the culture of wildland fire. 

Director: Holly Tuckett
90 min

BLISS AT LAST 
Short | USA

A woman on the verge of a slow meltdown longs for an escape from 
the endless mundanity of her day-to-day life and the trappings of 
modern society. The possibility of black holes, time travel, and the 
relativity theory all converge to aid her in her quest for liberation. 

Director: Ester T. Ferman
6 min

AVA’S SILENCE
Short | Iran, Islamic Republic of

A young girl called Ava has to work in her fathers’ auto shop as a 
mechanic because of her fathers’ illness. Ava is looking forward to her 
brother returning from military service in a border area so as to get 
marry Abbas...

Director: Seyed GholamReza Nematpour 
13 min

BREATHE
Short | USA

We follow WOMAN through the cycles of abuse in her marriage 
until it finally escalates to violence—at that point, she must make a 
choice, does she stay and let the cycle continue, or does she leave 
and risk the unknown.

Director: Cassandra Rochelle Fetters
10 min

BROKEN
Adventure Short | USA 

After losing his leg to cancer as a young adult, Jon Wilson struggled 
with feeling broken. Challenging himself in the outdoors presented 
a possible remedy. Today, crutching up and skiing down mountains 
at night provides a distinct backdrop for Jon to explore, accept, 
and embrace the idea of “brokenness,” allowing him to find a more 
sincere, vulnerable and honest connection with life.

Director: Simon Perkins 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 7 min | Emerson Lawn

CECILY AND LYDIA AT THE WAYPOINT 
Narrative Feature | USA

On a lush, but lonely earth, Cecily walks. Alone in her house, Lydia 
waits. One balmy afternoon, the two women meet. 

Director: Juliette Strangio
74 min

BURGERS, FRIES & FAMILY TIES 
Documentary | USA

This tasty slice of Americana profiles the rich, nearly 60 years-in-
the-making Richwine’s Burgerville family legacy of serving great 
food and providing unrivaled customer service in Polson, Montana.  
Generations of loyal, appreciative customers are what make it all 
worthwhile for Marcia Richwine Moen and Co. “They don’t make ’em 
like they used to.” doesn’t apply here. They DO make ’em like they 
used to at Richwine’s Burgerville.

Directer/Writer: David W. King
60 min

CHILOÉ
Documentary Short | USA

Like a migratory bird following its instinct, Osprey ambassador Jackie 
Nourse returns to Patagonia, a place she first visited four years ago 
and experienced a renewal of spirit. Today, on the misty island of 
Chiloé, she is warmly invited inside homes to share a meal—and share 
in a culture that has been frozen in time. 

Director: Daniel Holz 
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 am | 16min | Crawford Theater
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CHIMICHANGA DAY
Animation Short | Russian Federation

Indypolis lived peacefully and quietly until a van with Mexican food 
appeared in their lives. He turned the life of the inhabitants into 
a chimichanga day. The film “Groundhog Day” became the basis 
of this parody-humorous animated musical short film. In addition, 
you will also take away parodies of Forrest Gump, jaws ... movies, 
cartoons and games ...   All the characters in “Chimichanga Day” are 
cosplay characters, they are not famous heroes.

Director: Vladislav Dubkov
Show Time: Friday, 10:00 am | 3 min | Crawford Theater

COWBOY.MOV
Feature | USA

Burdened with financial debt and the estrangement of his son, fast 
food worker Travis Howell finds refuge by channeling his overnight 
meme status into an increasingly dangerous and powerful online 
conspiracy show.

Director: Sean Nelson Taylor 
87 min

CONVICTION
Short | Mexico

The end of a frantic chase proofs that sometimes solid conviction 
wins over skill.

Director: Tony Macías 
9 min

DARK SPIRIT PREVENTING TEEN SUICIDE 
IN INDIAN COUNTRY

      Documentary Short | USA 

Native teens are twice as likely to commit suicide as white teens in 
Montana.

Director: Sara Reardon
Show Time: Friday, 4:00 pm | 16 min | Crawford Theater   

DENALI’S RAVEN
Documentary Short  | USA  

For Leighan Falley, Alaska is more than home — it’s a calling. Leighan 
spent years as a ski guide and climber on the Alaskan range, focusing 
much of her energy on Denali. But after becoming a mother, she
found herself unwilling to pursue guiding (and the dangers that come 
with it), instead taking to the skies as mountain pilot. Follow Leighan 
on the Alaskan adventures that enrich her life and legacy in Denali’s
Raven.

Directors: Renan Ozturk, Freddie Wilkinson 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:30 am | 9 min | Emerson Lawn

DIVERSIFIED:
THE FLORIDA PANTHER STORY

      Documentary Short | USA

A re-introduction of genes is all that stands in between the Florida
panthers threatening extinction.

Director: Olivia Andrus
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 am | 12 min | Emerson Lawn

DEVIKA
Feature | India

Devika, a model claims that she was sedated and raped during a film’s 
audition. At the same time a model coordinater Naresh, a friend 
of Devika, comes forward and claims that he was with her that day 
and both of them had sex with each other’s consent and it wasn’t a 
rape. The situation is again discussed through an interview session, 
revealing both of their characters and the truth. 

Director:  Jibin George James 
70 min

DUSTY GIANT
Short | Brazil

Rose is committed to ensure Pedro a better future than a life 
confined between the dirty streets of the neighborhood and the 
asphalt of the city, when an unexpected event will make her connect 
with her son’s daily adventures.

Director: Fabi Andrade
15 min
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ELK IN PARADISE: RANCHER,
ECOLOGIST, HUNTER 

      Documentary Short | USA

The ancient pathways of elk are the heartbeat of the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem—herds shifting with the seasons to 
sustain the wonder of this place. The rancher, ecologist, and 
hunter agree that the private working lands of Paradise Valley 
provide essential habitat for the migratory species we love. But 
from forage loss to the threat of brucellosis, providing this habitat 
brings costs to the rancher. Increasing population...

Director: Holly Fretwell
Show Time: Saturday, 2:00 pm | 11 min | Crawford Theater

FOREHIM
Short | Canada

 A romantic comedy about a blind date autocorrect that changes a 
man’s life.  

Director: Alyssa Kostello 
9 min

FIZZLE
Short  | USA

Fizzle is the story of eight strangers navigating inhibitions and the 
social pitfalls of an upscale party.

Director: Jeremiah Kipp 
30 min

GAMECHANGERS: THE FOOTBALL TEAM 
SCORING CONSERVATION GOALS

      Documentary Short | United Kingdom

Gamechangers is the story of the Ghanaian football team who 
committed to saving sea turtles in Ghana. The first step is to address 
the issues in their own community in Gomoa Fetteh - a coastal town 
in the Central Region of Ghana. But accomplishing this task is far 
from easy.

Director: Environmental Justice Foundation
9 min

GAMES OF SURVIVAL   
Adventure Short | USA

Native Eskimos have competed in the World Eskimo Indian 
Olympics (WEIO) since 1961, which are a gathering of Eskimo 
people from all around the circumpolar region. WEIO is the largest 
annual celebration of Alaskan Native Heritage. Through travelling 
to native villages and filming WEIO, this film provides a look into 
the lives of native Alaskan Eskimos and shares their traditions and 
culture with the audience. 

Director: Nicholas Natale
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 16 min | Emerson Lawn

GIMME SOME WINE:
THE STORY OF A SONG

      Documentary Short | United Kingdom

Chris Gollon was a leading British artist with books published on his 
work and major museum acquisitions, including the British Museum. 
Irish singer-songwriter Eleanor McEvoy bought a painting by Chris 
Gollon, which started to inspire a whole album, and once she met 
Chris, they knew they had to collaborate in some way, but how? 

Director: Mark Calderbank 
12 min

GEOLOGY FOR MOUNTAINEERS
Documentary Short | USA

The geology of rocks told from the perspective of local climbers is
not always the same geology.

Director: Nate Kenney 
Show Time: Friday, 4:00 pm | 12 min | Crawford Theater

GROWING SOLUTIONS
Documentary | USA

This film looks at real-life solutions to challenges plaguing farmers, 
such as water scarcity, soil degradation and the ravages of climate 
change. The flip side of that coin is a regenerative agriculture that 
means farmers can rebuild degraded natural resources and be 
more resilient in the face of mounting challenges. It highlights new 
milestones on the road to creating a perennial polyculture that 
could replace our current model that relies on annual crops planted 
in monoculture. This emerging model mimics Nature’s eminently 
resilient prairie ecosystems. 

Director: Leo Horrigan 
42 min
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HELIOTROPIC RELICS 
Experimental Short | USA

The unrelenting and disastrous wildfires of 2020 made fragile the 
one thing we thought we could rely on: the sun providing the earth 
with light. When a wildfire ignites, where can we find assurance that 
it will ever be extinguished? We put our faith in weather systems and 
work crews, when really our environmental future lies entirely in our 
own hands...

Directors: Melissa Dawn, Alayna Rasile
11 min

HIDDEN CITY
Short | USA

Hidden City is a psychological mystery featuring Annabeth Gish 
that’s set in our age of political anxiety and culminates at a real-
life democracy march. Mary Portman, a travel writer who explores 
lesser-known features of US cities, stumbles upon a voting-related 
crime in progress. In an effort to expose the scandal, she joins with 
a prominent journalist before realizing that her quest for truth has 
been a hall of mirrors.  

Director: Karen Elizabeth Price 
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 am | 8 min | Crawford Theater

HELLO FROM TAIWAN   
Documentary Feature | USA

After a year of separation, a young Taiwanese American girl and her 
mom struggle to reconnect with her dad and two older sisters across 
familial and cultural divides. 

Director: Tiffany Frances
16 min

HOPE UNLEASHED, A JOURNEY
OF HEALING

      Documentary Feature | Various Countries 

Sister Pauline Quinn started the first prison dog program at the 
Washington Corrections Center for Women in 1981 as a way to 
help others heal as she did by helping abandoned dogs. In this film, 
she re-visits two prisons, the original Women’s prison, as well as The 
Men’s Colony in San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Director: Tula Asselanis 
50 min

HUNGRY LIFE: YELLOWSTONE RIVER
Documentary Short | USA

Making food part of every adventure is Chef Eduardo Garcia’s 
mission. With fellow chef Ranga Perera, they create a most-enviable 
meal on the banks of the Yellowstone River with a few found 
ingredients, a hand-constructed oven, and time to fish – a rarity in 
itself. Pour yourself a whiskey sour muddled with charred pine and 
check out the film.

Director: Peter Castagnetti, Barret Bowman
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 7 min | Emerson Lawn

IN MY VIEW: PERSPECTIVES ON A 
SURVEILLANCE SOCIETY

      Documentary Short  | USA

Inspired by the extraordinary access citizens of the United Kingdom 
have over their own data, including one’s image on CCTV, in 
contrast to a lack of access in the United States, IN MY VIEW 
was born...to contrast perspectives of citizens with rights to those 
without. Striking differences in perspective between citizens under 
surveillance in London versus those in Los Angeles beg the question: 
Why do citizens of the UK have rights to their data that we, in the 
U.S., do not?

Director: Taryn Reneau 
16 min

IF I TELL THEM   
Documentary Feature | USA

James Sampsel, a plein air painter and fly-fishing guide, comes 
to terms with his past and a bi-polar diagnosis that hangs over his 
future.  
 
Director: Oliver Sutro
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 am | 12 min | Crawford Theater 

KEVIN AND THE CAVE
Short | New Zealand

In the bowels of Hyalite Canyon, Montana, Kevin Lindlau is pushing 
the boundaries of dry tooling in the United States. This is the story of 
him linking 3 other routes to create one mega cave roof climb.

Director: Nathan Norby 
16 min
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KILLING THE SHEPHERD
Documentary | USA

A remote community in Africa, led by a woman chief, attempts to 
break the stranglehold of absolute poverty by waging a war on wildlife 
poaching. For decades illegal wildlife poaching by both subsistence 
and bush meat gangs has led to the government declaring this 
community’s homeland “depleted” of wildlife...

Director: TA Opre
73 min

LE RASAGE 
Short  | Canada

A shave for a particular purpose.

Director: Chris Denholm 
3 min

KULBARF   
Feature | Iran, Islamic Republic of

There is a story of workers who cross a difficult road with heavy loads 
and risk their lives.  

Director: Milad Mansouri
Show Time: Friday, 2:00 pm | 76 min | Weaver Room 

LIFE AFTER YOU
Feature | USA

Life After You is a narrative feature film centered around a suburban 
family’s struggle with the death of their 19 year-old son, following an 
overdose of heroin that was laced with fentanyl. The film explores the 
question of who and what is responsible for this tragedy.

Director: Sarah T. Schwab 
89 min

MASON’S RETURN TO DIRT 
Short | USA

A success story following a paralyzed motocross rider back to 
outdoor recreation with disability. 

Director: Tim Burr
8 min

MAVERICKS
Documentary Short | USA

Montana freestyle skiers are the mavericks of the sport. Passionate 
young athletes from humble backgrounds have achieved success 
through sheer determination. Mavericks tells the fascinating, timeless 
story of Montana’s freestyle legacy, through the struggles, victories, 
and journeys of the state’s most renowned skiers, as they share a 
common bond that is the unbreakable Montana spirit.

Director: Scott Sterling 
Show Time: Sunday, 5:00 pm | 10 min | Emerson Lawn

MATING FOR LIFE
Documentary Experimental | USA

As the filmmaker faces her own mid life metamorphosis, she turns to 
sandhill cranes, an ancient bird species known to mate for life, to help 
her understand the human need for both connection and solitude, 
nature and art.

Director: Cindy Stillwell
Show Time: Friday, 6:00 pm | 49 min | Crawford Theater

MOTHERED BY MOUNTAINS
Documentary Short | USA

A man’s place is on the mountain, a woman’s place is in the home—
that’s the message Pasang Lhamu had always heard but was never 
willing to accept. Her go-against-the-grain nature made her 
Nepal’s first mountaineering instructor and National Geographic’s 
Adventurer of the Year. What was supposed to be a film about women 
empowerment becomes something so much more as Pasang and 
Sareena, a punk rocker and unlikely climbing companion, attempt a 
first ascent together.

Directors: Renan Ozturk, Ben Ayers 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 19 min | Emerson Lawn
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NATURAL MYSTIC
Adventure Short | France

Natural Mystic, an original concept that sees Sam Favret’s mind-
blowing performance filmed entirely by drone. Come aboard for 
three minutes of thundering skiing through the Aiguilles Rouges of 
Chamonix, no gimmicks or tricks and no music. Instead, the sound of 
the elements takes pride of place for full immersion into the tracks 
of this local Chamonix rider.

Director: Maxime Moulin 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 3 min | Emerson Lawn

NAVEL GAZERS  
Short | USA

In the inevitable future where everyone has a permanent curve in 
their spine from looking at their screens, one woman longs to break 
free of her screen and experience the world with her own eyes. 
After discovering an old chiropractic book from the past, her wish 
becomes a reality at a horrible cost. 

Director: Kimmy Gatewood
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 pm | 15 min | Crawford Theater

NAVAJO SON
Documentary Short | USA

He grew up on the Navajo reservation with little else besides family, 
livestock, and his grandfather’s prayer. Derrick Begay has since gone 
on to take his place as one of the best cowboys around and paved the
way for generations of Navajo cowboys to come.

Director: Jeff Bednarz
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 10 min | Emerson Lawn

NO TOMORROW 
Feature  | USA

No Tomorrow is a film that was written, directed, shot, edited and 
stars Ben Tedesco. The story begins with Ben attempting to prove 
that he has found himself stuck in a time-loop amidst the global 
pandemic. He begins by documenting the banality of this recurring 
day on his iPhone until one morning he steps into the kitchen and 
finds his dad, still living the same day, is in a different colored shirt 
and realizes his hypothesis ...

Director: Ben Tedesco 
83 min

NORTH COUNTRY
Adventure Short | USA

In the rugged White Mountains of northern New Hampshire, 
Lahout’s has remained open 365 days a year since 1920. While 
technology and conglomerates have stripped the country of local, 
independent retailers, a family of Lebanese immigrants has prevailed 
for a century, beating the Great Depression, World War II, Dot Com 
Crash and Great Recession. This film tells a timeless short story of 
the American dream and the family that put a community on skis. 
After 100 years...

Director: Nick Martini 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 am | 20 min | Emerson Lawn

ODD MAN OUT
Documentary Short  | USA

This highly acclaimed film tells the thrilling, action/adventure story 
Camille Egdorf grew up on her parents’ remote fishing camps in the 
Alaskan backcountry, started casting lines when she was just four 
years old, and has been dominating the outdoor community ever 
since. She’s traveled the world over as an angler and guide — from 
the Seychelles to Kamchatka, she’s landed some legendary catches 
and racked up some unbelievable stories. Camille undeniably pushes 
the limits of what we expect out of a contemporary angler. She’s as 
smart as she is strong, friendly as she is fierce on the water.

Director: Rob Stewart 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 pm | 5 min | Emerson Lawn

NOW THAT THEY SEE US 
Documentary Short | USA

A Chilean feminist performance collective grapples with the past and 
present as they create a performance for the International Day to 
End Violence Against Women.  

Director: Martha Gregory
8 min

OH MERCY - PROMISED LAND
Documentary Short | USA

“Oh Mercy - Searching for Hope in the Promised Land” is a 
documentary film about thousands of refugees, migrants, and asylum 
seekers from Central America awaiting court dates and immigration 
hearings in the US—many for well over a year now, with no end in 
sight. Increasingly desperate and discouraged, they are huddled 
in squalid camps and detention centers on both sides of the Rio 
Grande, which for several hundred miles serves as a natural border 
between Mexico and the United States. 

Director: Robert Bilheimer
12 min
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ONLY HUMAN
Feature | Macedonia, the former Yugoslav Republic of

What is Man? ONLY HUMAN shows six faces, six phases in cleverly- 
connected, blackly comic episodes as desperate characters meet 
unwittingly in a modern metropole in the eternal search for the 
means to survive, and find some kind of love. The jobless graduate 
becomes a grave-digger, the grieving widow a nun, the priests gamble 
and gangsters rule the courts. Only the lonely child may find some 
affection when hope springs eternal.

Director: Igor Ivanov 
Show Time: Saturday, 4:00 pm | 96 min | Crawford Theater

ONE STAR REVIEWS: NATIONAL PARKS
Adventure Short | USA

These days people feel the need to rate everything online, and 
not even National Parks are safe. We hear from some unsatisfied 
customers who feel there’s plenty of room for improvement with 
some of America’s most beautiful places.

Director: Alex Massey 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 1 min | Emerson Lawn

OVER THE BARRIERS
Documentary, Student | Kazakhstan

Horses for us, Kazakhs, have always been symbols of drive and 
victory. The story of the Soviet conquest of Olympus began with 
the legendary Absent. And now there are people and horses in 
Kazakhstan who are ready to storm the Olympic heights. 

Director: Banu Ramazanova
6 min

PARKER RANCH   
Documentary Short | USA

Thousands of miles west of mainland United States you’ll find the 
legendary paniolo - the cowboys of Hawaii. What began with a gift of 
a few cows and a bull to the King in the 1700s has grown into a ranch 
community that’s passed down their hunting, cowboying, and fishing 
styles for generations. YETI Ambassador Chris Malloy visits the Big 
Island to learn from the legends.

Director: Chris Malloy
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 6 min | Emerson Lawn

PEEK-A-BOOM
Animation | Lebanon

Surrounded by her loving family on her birthday, an event occurs 
that shapes Mira’s life forever.

Directors: Maya Zankoul, Toni Yammine 
Show Time: Friday, 10:00 am | 5 min | Crawford Theater

PEDAL THROUGH
Adventure Short  | USA

Pedal Through invites us into the world of director-lead Analise 
Cleopatra as she discovers the healing and joy of mountain biking. 
Analise had never camped or ridden a bike off the pavement when 
she decided to plan a week-long mountain biking adventure with an 
all black female team: her best friend and fellow newcomer to the 
sport, Day Toliver, and professional mountain biker Brooklyn Bell...

Directors: Aly Nicklas, Analise Cleopatra 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 14 min | Emerson Lawn

PLAYING FOR KEEPS 
Documentary | USA

PLAYING FOR KEEPS examines the value of play through a health 
lens. We feature high-performing individuals who prioritize play 
as essential to a happier life. We witness how play is a particularly 
powerful antidote to those subjected to stress and danger on the job, 
while highlighting the power of a playful approach to our daily lives, 
regardless of our circumstance.

Director: Jamie Redford
Show Time: Friday, 7:30 pm | 63 min | Crawford Theater

POWER FOR POLLINATORS 
Documentary Short | USA

“Power for Pollinators” explores how large land managers have a 
unique opportunity to turn tens of millions of acres into healthy 
pollinator habitat. In particular, power companies with right-of-way 
corridors and buffer zones are uniquely positioned to create large 
pollinator highways. These untapped areas have the potential to 
become one of the largest pollinator projects in history. If power 
companies and other land managers choose to work together 
planting flowers and reducing chemical use ... 

Director: Mathew Schmid
19 min
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RETURN OF THE BUFFALO
Documentary Short | USA

Quietly, patiently, trees endure. They are the oldest living The 
Lakota people on the Rosebud Reservation of South Dakota 
welcome buffalo back to their land with hopes that this reunion will 
restore their cultural, physical, spiritual, and economic health.

Director: Suzan Satterfield
19 min

RECLAIM IDAHO
Documentary Feature | USA

With the lives of 62,000+ uninsured Idahoans at stake, a tiny 
grassroots team led by a married couple with a newborn and almost 
no political experience hit the road in a busted 1977 RV to campaign 
for Medicaid expansion. Somehow, it looks like they might even win.

Directors: Laura Wing-Kamoosi, Jim Kamoosi 
60 min

REVERIE
Documentary Short | USA

Encaustic artist and outdoor adventurer, Bridgette Meinhold lives 
among the Wasatch Mountains in Utah. Her paintings reflect 
the aspen groves and peaks that surround her. On a frigid March 
morning, just before her birthday, Meinhold turns her muse into her 
canvas to create a snow labyrinth.

Director: Claire Wiley
Show Time: Friday, 10:00 am | 5 min | Emerson Lawn

RICE BALL  
Short | Japan

A father and a son return from the crematory. The father made rice 
balls for his son, but the shape was also round and big. The son feels a 
sense of incompatibility with the taste different from rice balls made 
by his mother. But the son knows the promises his parents kept 
secret for him. Then the son continued to eat the rice ball filled with 
the kindness of his father and mother.

Director: Yusuke Oishi
15 min

S’IDS LAKE
Feature | USA

Sid, a scared-up boy from birth, accidentally kills a girl in his sleep.  
He first invents an alter-ego to cope with his misfortune accident.  
But once his father, his bully, and his teacher start to suspect he 
is guilty, Sid travels inside his brain to look for answers.  There, he 
meets a hand full of characters, who give him an idea of how to fix 
everything.  

Director: Kevin Ruiz 
91 min

RUBBER AND GLUE  
Feature Short | USA

A teen must undergo treatment to rid herself of the thing that 
makes us most human.

Director: Cat Dale 
Show Time: Friday, 7:30 pm | 14 min | Crawford Theater

SACRED SEDIMENTS:
A CLIMATE JOURNEY IN PERU

      Documentary | USA

Climate scientist Bronwen Konecky travels to one of the largest 
high-altitude lakes in the world to unlock a climate mystery. Working 
with archaeologist Sarah Baitzel, she is looking for clues at the 
bottom of Lake Sibinacocha in Peru. Pre-Hispanic Andean cultures 
used this highlands area through the Inca and early colonial periods 
to about 500 years ago — despite dramatic fluctuations in local 
climate and lake levels...

Director: Thomas Malkowicz
15 min

SAFEGUARD:
AN ELECTORAL COLLEGE STORY  

Documentary Feature | USA

Safeguard: An Electoral College Story examines the U.S. electoral 
college system. The film avoids any partisan bickering to ask the 
questions: How does it work? What happens if we change the 
rules? Is democracy just “two wolves and a lamb voting on what’s 
for dinner,”? Or can a democratic system be designed to protect 
minority rights? Does our Constitution strike the right balance? 

Director: M.A. Taylor
76 min
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SEISMIC WARNING
Short | Mexico

Is there  something worse that being buried alive..? To be trapped 
forever in your own mind.

Director: Tony Macías
Show Time: Saturday, 10:30 am | 10 min | Crawford Theater

SANDBAGGING JIMMY CHIN
Documentary Short | USA

By most anyone’s standards, Jimmy has done it all: climbed and skied 
Everest, crossed Chang Tang Plateau on foot, and won an Academy 
Award. But when he’s asked if there is anything he still wants to do
in his life, his response is “get barreled.” With the help of renowned 
surfers Mark Healey, Jon Rose, Jeff Johnson, and Keith and Dan 
Malloy, Jimmy heads into the biggest waves of his life to find his 
barrel moment.

Directing Team: Dan Malloy, Keith Malloy, Jeff Johnson, Scott 
Ballew, Jimmy Chin, Taylor Johns, Mark Healey 
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 am | 11 min | Emerson Lawn

SEKURITAS
Documentary Short | Switzerland

The Studer&Sons office complex has never been special, or even 
produced anything of any interest or significance. But now, shortly 
before it is set to be demolished, the building expresses one last 
wish... a LOVE STORY, one that centers around notions of desire 
and security, and a little melody that runs through the entire fabric 
of the building. So when darkness descends...

Director: Carmen Stadler
Show Time: Friday, 10:00 am | 117 min | Crawford Theater

SFUMATO  
Documentary Short, Student | Iran, Islamic Republic of

This documentary is about a rural family with two teenage children, 
whose eldest child helps them a lot in life, but continues to face 
difficulties and obstacles.....

Director: Amirali Mirderikvand
30 min

SNOW PONY
Feature | USA

An exploration of the powder filled wonder of North America with 
the help and thrill of a throttle. I used to ride in the Truckee Rodeo 
and I always dreamt of being a rodeo queen. I wasn’t allowed to throw 
my hat in the ring because I didn’t own my own horse. I happily 
settled for the beer flag carrier between events atop a borrowed but 
trusty horse...  

Director: Amie Engerbretson 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 16 min | Emerson Lawn

SHADE GUZZLING
Documentary | Germany

Anke Ames’ attitude towards life is loving: people, music, ideas. That 
was the way, the violist, author und drawing artist found her center. 
Her last hospital residence was a couple of years ago. The doctors 
call it a bipolar disorder. Anke herself describes her mission as “shade 
guzzling”.

Director: Ulrike Korbach 
20 min

STANDING TOGETHER: PROTECTING LAND, 
AIR, WATER, AND PEOPLE

Documentary | USA

This film tells the story of Montana ranch families who -- threatened 
by coal development -- formed the Northern Plains Resource 
Council as a way to protect their land, water, and livelihoods.

Director: Teresa Erickson
24 min

STATISTICALLY CAUGHT INSIDE MARINE 
FISHERY STATISTICS 

      Documentary Short | USA

Accurate marine fisheries statistics can prevent domestic fisheries
disaster, like the 2000 Pacific Groundfish Fisheries collapse. 

Director: Grace Weikert
Show Time: Friday, 4:00 pm | 13 min | Crawford Theater
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STONE GIANTS
Documentary Short | USA

A reflexive documentary about filmmaker Camille del Duca and 
her    relationship with her mom and the desert.

Director: Camille del Duca
Show Time: Friday, 4:00 pm | 6 min | Crawford Theater

STOKE CHASERS
Adventure Short | USA

In an interestingly subliminal way, many young girls are taught how 
to watch and not how to do. Girls are taught on to think that they 
are more fragile and weak. Stoke Chasers aims to get women to stand 
up and fight this notion of just watching and to break the connection 
between being feminine and being fragile. When the unspoken 
barriers of the male dominated surf and skate world are broken, 
women are celebrated for being a part of a similar community, but 
not necessarily the same community...

Director: Jo Anna Edmison 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 am | 8 min | Emerson Lawn

THE ART OF BOMBING HILLS IN SF
Documentary Short | USA

There is no room for error when bombing hills in San Francisco. The 
consequence of messing up can be, and often is, fatal. But for Zane 
Timpson, confronting that death and releasing his fear is the exact 
reason he and all the other skaters in San Francisco seek out that 
speed. In fact, it’s a deeply rooted cultural phenomenon in the city—
one that is under threat of becoming too popular.

Director: Wendi Jonassen
12 min

THE BEAST OF OUR TIME
Documentary Short, Student | Iran, Islamic Republic of

The Beast of Our Time is a fifty-years-in-the-making, unflinching 
inquiry into the relationship between climate change and grizzly 
bears, narrated by one of America’s most passionate storytellers, Jeff 
Bridges. Top scientists, advocates, authors, filmmakers, and poets 
band together to investigate, and find the fates of both grizzly bears 
and humans to be more interlinked than we ever suspected. Climate 
change has mingled our destinies.   Join us on a journey into...

Director: Maaike Middleton
Show Time: Saturday, 2:00 pm | 28 min | Crawford Theater

THE CHAIR
Animation | USA

A woman encounters a chair with strange properties, but can’t 
decide if the experience is exciting or annoying. Created old-school 
style, using only pen and paper, and made up of 2,700 individual 
drawings.

Director: Ronnie Cramer 
Show Time: Saturday, 10:00 am | 7 min | Crawford Theater

THE CAMP POPLAR CANON
Documentary Short | USA

A young Sioux woman from the Fort Peck Reservation in far 
northeastern Montana, a local history enthusiast, and an antiques 
weapons expert, work together to restore a Civil War era cannon and 
build a small museum exhibit to tell the story of the Battle of Camp 
Poplar River, a little known battle between the US Army and the last 
of the “Non-Treaty Sioux” on January 2nd, 1881.

Director: Karl Swingle 
Show Time: Sunday, 5:30 pm | 16 min | Crawford Theater
Karl Swingle will also be doing a presentation about his new film
“The Man Who Goes in the Middle”.

THE CHILDREN’S CRUSADE
Short | USA

Two young men, on opposite sides, meet on the battlefield in Iraq; 
but this could be any battlefield.  Had they met anywhere else they 
might have been friends, but this is Fallujah.  This film is intended to 
educate the public on the cruelty, the brutality, and the fog of war 
while also showing the human side and the bonds that tie all of us 
together. 

Director: Joseph Mery 
8 min

THE ELDER SCROLLS 
Narrative Shorts | USA

The Elder Scrolls is a block of Cult Films from Director Tyson Vick in 
which he premieres his film The Locked Room. Also screening from 
Tyson Vick will be A Hypothetical Treachery and The Peasant Princess.

Director: Tyson Vick
Show Time: Saturday, 2:00 pm | 45 min | Emerson Studio 211
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THE GUARDIAN ANGEL 
Feature Short | Iran, Islamic Republic of

A girl who is involved in caring for her paternal father is offered to 
emigrate by a friend. Since she has a problem with money, she enters 
the process of providing money, and here the old problems with his 
father are raised again. The girl is forced to do something far-fetched 
to emigrate from Iran. 

Director: Afshin Eisaei
19 min

THE FIRST STEP
Documentary Feature | USA

Scientists race to stop the spread of a new invasive species - but In 
a divided America, Van Jones attempts to pass a landmark criminal 
justice bill — and finds himself under fire
from all sides.

Director: Brandon Kramer 
Show Time: Sunday, 7:30 pm | 89 min | Crawford Theater

THE HUNT FOR THE ASIAN GIANT HORNET
Documentary Short | USA

Scientists race to stop the spread of a new invasive species - but 
first they have to find it. Dubbed the “Murder Hornet” by popular 
media, the most real threat of the Asian Giant Hornet may be to 
the environment and food supply - and its presence may indicate an 
even deeper problem facing our modern world. From government 
scientists to community volunteers, a coordinated effort combines 
with bleeding edge technologies to bring balance to our ecosystem 
before it’s too late.

Director: Jay Windland 
11 min

THE MYSTERY
Adventure Short | USA

Within the sport of kayaking, exists whitewater–and within that, 
the mysterious sect of “squirtboating”, which has been facing its 
slow demise since its heyday in the early 1990s.

Directors: Forest Woodward, Tommy Penick
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 9 min | Emerson Lawn

THE NEED FOR CONNECTIVITY
Documentary Short | USA

If we can save the Florida panther, we can save Florida, but how do 
you save an endangered species? The Need for Connectivity tells the 
story of an incredible panther, FP224, and how vehicles and growth 
can adversely affect wildlife. Our cast, Mark, Jason, Brent, and Sean 
describe the challenges and dangers faced by panthers and other 
wildlife in Florida as almost 1000 people a day move to the State...

Directors: William Freund, Max Freund
27 min

THE MYSTERY MOUNTAIN PROJECT
Documentary | Canada

In 1926, a young couple set off into the British Columbia wilderness 
in search of an undiscovered mountain. A century later a group 
of would-be adventurers tries to retrace their steps. They soon 
find they’ve bitten off more than they can chew and it will take 
everything they’ve got to avoid disaster. 

Director: Greg Gransden
76 min

THE SCOTTISH PLAY
Narrative Feature Short | USA

A troupe of actors and stage crew struggle during a performance 
of Shakespeare’s most ill-fated tragedy when the lead player is 
mysteriously replaced by the understudy. This is a tale of theatre 
mythos and superstition that beckons the supernatural!

Director: Tom Watson 
Show Time: Saturday, 7:30 pm | 15 min | Crawford Theater

THE SOUL OF A CYCLIST
Documentary | Portugal

Through a group of “classic” cyclists and their common interest in 
the classic bicycle, we’ll discover values that are being lost in our 
modern society, such as the importance of friendship, ecology, 
valuing the old, minimalism and, other important premises to achieve 
a happier, simpler and more fulfilled life with what really matters. As 
in life, in this documentary, bicycles transport us in our discovery, in 
our reflection. 

Director: Nuno Tavares 
73 min
Show Time: Sunday, 10:00 pm | 15 min | Emerson Lawn
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THE STONEMAN
Documentary | USA

I’ve just completed a project that I began over forty years ago. In 
1975 I went back home to Indianapolis with a 16mm film camera and 
sound recorder to see something that I hadn’t ever seen before and 
wanted to record before it was too late – my father Vince Farrell 
making a gravestone. Vince spent his life in the business that my 
grandfather started in the 1880s. He was 79 and I was 28 when... 

Director: Michael Farrell
185 min

THE SOUND OF US
Documentary Feature | USA

Music is the sound of truth, the sound of hope. It is the sound of 
unity and courage. During this critical time in history, the profound 
truth remains that music is the great, universal language. “The 
Sound of Us” chronicles a series of wide-ranging, diverse stories that 
exemplify the power of music and the triumph of the human spirit.

Director: Chris Gero
Show Time: Thursday, 8:00 pm | 118 min | Crawford Theater

THE TRAVERSE
Documentary Short | USA

An exploration to find safe passage through the unexplored terrain of
Antarctica.

Director: Billy Collins 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 14 min | Emerson Lawn

THE TREATY OF COVID-19
Short | USA

Indians have been at war with the White Man for 500 years. Now 
the Great Sky Spirit has given the descendant of Chief Sitting Bull 
a weapon to fight back and reclaim what has been taken.

Director: Andy Winstead
18 min

THEY ARE GONE
Documentary | USA

They Are Gone explores Montana’s crisis of missing and murdered 
indigenous people, focusing primarily on Native voices and  
perspectives.  In Montana, natives make up less than 8% of the 
population, but account for 26% of missing persons in the entire 
state. I have spent the past year conducting interviews with native 
individuals who have been personally affected by this epidemic, as 
well as members of the department of justice, law enforcement, 
state senators...

Director: Jon Decker
60 min

THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT JOHN
Documentary Feature | USA

Through first-person narration, intimate footage, and interviews, 
Emma, also the director, explores what it means to follow the leader 
in a quest for self improvement, while reflecting on what may be a 
cult of personality at a local YMCA. 

Director: Emma McCagg
76 min

TRAPPED
Documentary Feature | USA

Montana is a gem of a state with amazing wildlife viewing 
opportunities. But there’s a dark side to the industry – trapping. 
Pets, people, and unsuspecting  animals alike are harmed when traps 
are hidden without any warnings to alert people that they are there 
on state public lands. To make matters worse, the state licenses 
trapping to over 6000 people, with devastating consequences. This 
documentary explores the subject of trapping from the trappers 
themselves to those impacted by the traps, and the impact on 
Montana’s wildlife.

Director: Bo Boudart 
Show Time: Saturday, 2:00 pm | 53 min | Crawford Theater

TRUE WILD: THE REAL STORY OF WOLVES 
ON TED TURNER’S MONTANA RANCH

      Documentary | USA

The lessons of wild wolves that left Yellowstone and found a home 
on Ted Turner’s Flying D Ranch in Montana. Mountain Journal and 
filmmaker Daniel Glick present the story of wolf biologist Val Asher 
and what she’s learned from decades of studying one of the largest 
wolf packs in North America. 

Director: Daniel Glick
Show Time: Saturday, 2:00 pm | 21 min | Crawford Theater
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UNA RAZON PARA PESCA (A REASON TO FISH)
Adventure Short | USA

Dan Diez loves to fish. It’s the reason why he spends many long 
nights under bridges in Miami, fly fishing out of a canoe for giant 
tarpon. On the surface, his passion flows from the thrills and wonder 
of a heart-pounding experience with rod and fly that connects him 
intimately with the natural world. However, at a deeper level, the 
passion is rooted in a story–a story about Dan and his grandfather–
that involves traditions born in Cuba, political imprisonment, the 
search for a new home, and a relationship with water that symbolizes 
a freedom often taken for granted. 

Directors: Simon Perkins, Henry Miles
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 10 min | Emerson Lawn

TRUST ME
Documentary Feature | USA

TRUST ME is a feature-length documentary that explores the 
importance of media literacy and efforts being made to promote it. 
Through dynamic interviews with experts and compelling human stories, 
the film examines how information and disinformation is created, 
shared, and spreads throughout societies and how this, combined with 
confirmation bias and internet algorithms, affects our world. Presented 
by the Getting Better Foundation, and directed by Academy Award® 
nominee, Roko Belic (HAPPY, GENGHIS BLUES). 

Director: Roko Belic
Show Time: Friday, 2:00 pm | 90 min | Crawford Theater

UNITED STATES OF JOE’S
Adventure Short | USA

In rural Utah, a valley of world-class bouldering is nestled among 
a conservative community of Mormons, cowboys and coal miners. 
When a ragged band of punk rock climbers shows up, the two 
cultures inevitably clash. After years of antagonism, a group of 
climbers work with locals to build a more harmonious future. But in 
this divided era, is that even possible?

Directors: Peter Mortimer, Nick Rosen 
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm |22 min | Emerson Lawn

VALIDATION
Web Short | USA

Gracie has been absent from work for an entire week, since 
returning from a work trip. Her boss, Sheryl, thinks she knows why. 
Can a c-suite exec who didn’t grow up in the era of #MeToo and 
an introverted Millennial have an open, unapologetic conversation 
about appropriate workplace behavior?

Director: Daphne Macy
12 min

VOICE ABOVE WATER
Adventure Short | USA, Indonesia

Voice Above Water is the story of a 90-year-old Balinese fisherman, 
Wayan, who can no longer fish because of the vast amount of 
plastic in the ocean. Wayan instead uses his fishing boat and net 
to collect trash in hopes of one day being able to fish again. The 
story is a glimpse into how one human is using his resources to 
make a difference and a reminder that if we all play our part we can 
accomplish something much greater than ourselves.

Director: Dana Frankoff
Show Time: Sunday, 1:30 pm | 11 min | Emerson Lawn

VERDE
Narrative Short | USA

A teenage boy sells drugs to keep his sister’s pizza truck open, right 
under the nose of the cop who eats there regularly. 

Director: Jake Marston
8 min

WASIAN
Documentary Short | USA

A self-reflection film about what it means to be Wasian.

Director: Ashley Lobao 
Show Time: Friday, 4:00pm | 4 min | Crawford Theater

WE HAVE REACHED THE MOMENT
Documentary Short | USA

We Have Reached the Moment follows Vic’s journey as he tries to 
explain to his climate-denying father the impacts of the climate 
crisis on their own disenfranchised communities. Adding to this 
deeply emotional challenge is Vic’s concurrent gender transition, 
shifting their relationship from father-daughter to father-son, for 
which there is no instructional manual. Vic ultimately, like any son or 
daughter, desires unconditional acceptance, love, and support from 
his parent… but how do we connect with loved ones when their belief 
systems undermine our very identity and right to a healthy future? 

Directors: Christi Cooper, Liz Smith 
33 min
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WILDCAT
*PRIVATE SCREENING

      Feature Short | USA

Mary Todd Lincoln, who is committed to an insane asylum by her last 
living relative, tries to prove her sanity with the help of a medium and 
her dead son. Based on true events.

Director: Cat Dale
Show Time: Saturday, 5:30 pm | 16 min | Crawford Theater

WILD HOPE
Documentary Short | USA

Flickering points of light spilling out of the sky’s black bowl. 
The barely audible skitter of insects in the shadows of towering 
sandstone cliffs. The wonder of a delicate spider web. Wild Hope 
tells the story of our deep spiritual connection to the natural world, 
a connection that has the power to rewire our brains, take us back 
to our deepest roots, and change how we think and act in a world 
that needs our care.

Director: Daphne Macy
35 min

117

ZAP!
Short | USA

An astronomer sharing online backyard observations of the center 
of our galaxy has a run-in with mosquitoes and a not so trusty bug 
zapper..

Director: Philip C. Sedgwick 
6 min

ZERO GRAVITY
Documentary Feature | USA

A diverse group of middle-school students go on the journey of a 
lifetime when they compete in a nationwide competition sponsored 
by MIT to code satellites aboard the International Space Station.  

Director: Thomas Verrette 
74 min

YOUTH V GOV
Documentary | USA

A story of global importance that has already inspired numerous legal 
actions around the world, YOUTH v GOV is the story of America’s 
youngest citizens taking on the world’s most powerful government. 
Twenty-one courageous youth lead a groundbreaking lawsuit against 
the U.S. government, asserting it has willfully acted over six decades 
to create our climate crisis, thus endangering their constitutional 
rights to life, liberty, and property. If these young people are 
successful, they’ll not only make history, they’ll change the future. 

Director: Christi Cooper
Show Time: Friday, 8:30 pm | 107 min | Crawford Theater

WHERE THERE ONCE WAS WATER
Documentary | USA

A song for the sacred in all of us. An invitation to change our 
perspective, rewrite the story, and heal our relationship with water ... 
one watershed, one meal, one raindrop, at a time. Water is love, and 
if we write it together, this love story may indeed become one for 
the ages. 

Director: Brittany App
74 min

WELCOME TO THE SHOW
Feature | USA

An invitation to a mysterious theatre piece, “The Show,” sends 
four best friends down a mind-bending rabbit hole of mistrust and 
madness as they try to figure out who are the actors, who is the 
audience, who is doing this to them, and why.  

Director: Dorie Barton
96 min

WILD CLIMATE
Documentary | USA

Wild Climate is a film which focuses on the impacts of climate change 
on livelihoods in the rural west. It highlights the staggering evidence, 
from the intensification drought to longer wildfire seasons through 
western forests and high temperature events resulting in livestock 
and crop losses. Wild Climate hopes to strengthen the narrative 
around climate change by spreading the stories of those fighting to 
keep their livelihoods intact in the face of this existential threat and 
compel people to action.

Director: Meredith Meeks 
27 min
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THE BZN APP is available for download on all Apple, Android, 
and Google app stores and on all smart devices. Have an Apple 
TV, Roku, or Amazon Firestick? You can stream directly onto 
your viewing device! Or if you prefer streaming on your tablet 
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When you open the app, you will find the 2021 festival lineup 
sorted into genres and playlists. To access the app’s content, 
first download it, then purchase an All-Access Festival Pass 
(either on the app or at bzn2021.com/tickets) and redeem your 
access by signing in with the purchasing email. Once you’re in, 
you’ll have access to 60+ additional independent films selected 
for the 2021 catalog. And make sure to turn on notifications 
for the latest festival updates and Montana filmmaking news 
beyond the 2021 live event.

Wherever you chose to screen this year’s festival, BZN is proud 
to bring the magic of independent filmmaking into the safety 
and comfort of our audiences’ homes. Enjoy!

GET THE 
BOZEMAN FILM 
CELEBRATION 
APP TODAY!
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WestWater Research is an economic firm 
specializing in water market research, 
pricing, advisory, and trading. We are 

experts in the services we provide.

25 YEARS OF MEETING CLIENT REQUIREMENTS
WestWater Research is the leading economic consulting firm 

in pricing, valuation, and transaction advisory services for 
water rights and water resource development. 

WestWater works across the country with five regional offices to provide market intelligence, 
valuation, transaction advisory, strategic planning, and asset management services relating to 

water rights and water resources. We are known for our rigorous analysis, and information-driven 
water rights investment strategy formulation and execution.

www.waterexchange.com 57

- MAJOR FESTIVAL SPONSOR -

- FESTIVAL SPONSORS -

- FRIENDS OF THE FESTIVAL -

A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL OUR 2021 SPONSORS!



bozemanarts-live.com

bozemanfilmcelebration.com


